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Net outage
causes still
undetermined

Public Safety move expected to slow services

As of Oct. 1, the University of
Maine's Public Safety department will have a new, however
temporary, home. Until the new
Something went down in the facility is constructed, Public
Internet system Monday night at Safety will reside in the former
the University of Maine System's Pi Beta Phi house, owned by
Orono UNET office, and no one Sigma Phi Epsilon, located at
• 375 College Ave.
really knows why.
The building that Public Safety
At around 4:30 p.m. Monday,
:he UNET Technology Services now occupies will be torn down,
crew noticed problems in the along with the three buildings next
Orono network, said Jeff to it in order to make room for the
Letourneau, manager of network new Buchanan Alumni House.
operations for UNET.
"Network instability lasted
until about 8 p.m.," he said.
The instability occurred on a
link between the router (the box
where all networked computers
communicate with on campus)
and what Letourneau calls "dorm
net."
Dorm net is another name for
UMaineNet, which is the network
that Information Technologies
administers and is 95 percent
comprised of all the dorms on

The new Public Safety building is currently under construction, however it will not be completed until the middle or end of
February.
"Everything is on schedule
[with the new building]," said
Charlie Chandler, associate director of Public Safety.
The temporary location will
include the parking officer headquarters for the department, however it will no longer house the
dispatch center. The dispatch will
be moving Wednesday, Sept. 26,
and will be located in the basement of Oxford Hall.

"The new building has a very
limited wire line and will not handle the fiberoptics like Oxford is
able to," said Chandler, "Due to
data capability, Oxford was the
best fit place."
The move, while important for
the construction of the new
Alumni House, is sure to cause
headaches for those who are trying to get in touch with Public
Safety and specific individuals.
The parking office will continue with its normal hours of operation 8 a.m.- 4:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday, but after 4:30 p.m.

accessible to the public. Those in
need of assistance will need to
call dispatch at 581-4040 or use
the outside phone which will be
installed at the north end of the
west wing of the house. Most
employees will be able to preserve their old numbers, however
they will only be available for use
through voice mail.
"Three 866 lines and a number
of cell phones will be used during
this transition period," said
Chandler. "But the best way to
ensure that you are going to speak
See PUBLIC SAFETY on page 5

campus, in addition to other

Orono campus administrative
buildings and computer clusters.
The network outage was the
longest lasting one so far this
semester, he said. Universities in
the system north of Orono may
have experienced small. interruptions as a result of the problem.
The FirstClass intranet e-mail
server was also inoperational during most, if not all, of that time
because it sits on the UMaineNet
network, Letourneau said.
The problematic link is the
gray area, Letourneau said. They
know what happened but, even
after working nearly nonstop to
figure it out, they still don't know
why it happened.
Because neither UNET nor IT
switched devices recently, there
was no explanation, Letourneau
said.
However, the only thing they
did notice was not a networking
or hardware flaw, but an increase
in the amount of software usage
on campus.
But don't blame that yet, said
John Gregory, the executive director of IT.
"There is no reason to think at
this early date that traffic brought
it down," Gregory said. "But we
did notice h6vy 'traffic."
As many as 2,500 people concurrently "subscribe" to the network, Gregory said.
"We are concerned about
unusually high traffic," he said.
The traffic that both Gregory
and Letourneau are investigating
is related to the increase of download-upload rates of an area of a
See NE71NORK on page 3
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UMaine community helps soup kitchen after theft
Less than a week after a theft
left the Manna Soup Kitchen on
Center Street in Bangor short on
food to feed needy mouths,
groups and individuals in the
community as well as at the
University of Maine are turning
out to help the organization.
The theft, which occurred
sometime Thursday evening,
resulted in a loss of about $1,800
worth of food as well as damage
to the compressor in the refrigera-

"The food which came in
tor and the door of the walk-in , Now the food kitchen will only
be
able
to
supply
people for about Saturday can't make up for what
freezer where the food was taken.
Bill Roe, director of Manna two weeks. Bangor isn't the only we lost but it really helps," Roe
Inc. that supplies food kitchens in place that Manna helps. The food said. "We still need to raise
the Bangor, Old Town, Orono, that is donated to Manna goes to money to replace the door and the
Milford area, said the thieves about 23 other food pantries in the compressor [which keeps the
unscrewed the hinges to the walk- area. So the theft affects many more refrigerator cool) has to be
replaced. There's a big difference
in freezer, leaving the door people than just those in Bangor.
But that grim fact does not dis- [though] between two months and
attached only by a pivoting lock.
The thieves stole a large amount courage the people at Manna. In two weeks."
Roe said the help has come not
of frozen food, including hot fact, in light of the news about the
dogs, hamburgers, chicken, as setback, the kitchen has received a only from the local community,
well as food that was destined to tremendous amount of response but also from individuals and
keep the kitchen going until their from the public. The kitchen groups at the University of Maine.
"People from the university
major food drive around opened on Saturday to receive
Thanksgiving.
donations from the public.
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Gore campaign: Make colleges tax deductible
By Yvonne Zusel
Daily Mini

6

CHAMPAIGN, Ill.(U-WIRE)
— The funding of college education and other student issues were
given much attention during a
telephone press conference held
by organizers and members of the
Al Gore campaign Monday,
including vice presidential candidate Joseph Lieberman's daughter, Rebecca.
"I've had the great opportunity
of traveling around the country to
tell students what the Gore campaign offers them," Rebecca
Lieberman said.
She added that she thinks stu-

dents are impressed with the Gore
campaign's commitment to education and environmental issues.
Michael Matthews, political
director for the campaign, said
funding college education is an
issue that students have a strong
interest in. Among the options
discussed to make college more
affordable was making college
tax deductible, expanding the
Pell grant and work study programs and giving a $6,000 tax
credit to employers who provide training for student
employees.
"What people are paying for
college tuition now in one year is
more than I paid in four years,"

Matthews said.
The issue of religion in the
campaign also came up.
"It's important to them,"
Matthews said. "But I don't think
either one of them has used it to
say, 'I'm more virtuous then anyone else."
Rebecca also addressed reproductive rights, saying the decision to have an abortion should
be left up to the woman. She was
also questioned about her
upbringing.
"My dad is like a lot of people's parents in that he had high
standards for all of us ... even if
he doesn't reach the same conclusion as me, I know he lis-

tened to me with an open
mind."
Several events to get youth
involved in politics and issues
have already taken place or are in
the works, said Alison Friedman,
director of student outreach for
the campaign.
Programs like Youth at the
Table—a round table discussion that about 10 college-age
students conducted with Gore
and Lieberman—assure that
the candidates stay connected
with student views, Friedman
said. She added that selection
of the students is non-partisan
and that several discussions
have included students who

did not necessarily share Gore
and
Lieberman's
views.
Friedman also said that if
elected, Gore vows to continue
the program.
Also to reach out to students,
Lieberman and Gore have enlisted their children to visit various
college campuses and student
rallies. In addition to Rebecca,
Lieberman's son, Matt, and
Gore's daughters, Karenna and
Kristin, also campaign.
"We don't take any vote for
granted," Rebecca said. "That's
why we're all out here."
Future stops include Florida,
New York, Wisconsin and
Michigan.

Manna
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have given us cash donations, as
well as other donations from the
university and even some from
several departments," Roe said.
Jenn Boynton, the resident
director at York Hall, has joined
in the crusade to help the Bangor
kitchen by challenging neighboring dormitories, Aroostook and
Kennebec halls, to see which the
better dorm was by holding a
food drive. By Tuesday, only
Kennebec had accepted the challenge. Boynton said the dorms
have until Oct. 1 to raise donations for Manna.
"It started out as a competition
between just Kennebec [and us],"
Boynton said. "Kennebec and
[York] have always been very
competitive so we wanted to turn

it around into a healthy competi- wanted to help. Through e-mails
tion and we figured that while we and the assistance of the VOICE
were at it we would include program the women have been
Aroostook."
able to begin getting a food drive
Boynton also said that she had together, Eastman said. The call
heard about Manna's problem for food and cash will begin next
through e-mails from another week and posters announcing
RD, and her experience working drop off locations will be distribwith several different soup uted later in the week.
kitchens made the choice of
Eastman, the coordinator for
Manna a good one.
students and community services
In addition, a trio of university volunteer programs, said that
students, Michelle LeClair, things like this are very important
Lauren Ferrante and Nicole because food security issues
Pinkham, are helping to spear- affect everyone in the communihead a drive with the help of ty. VOICE will be having more
Volunteers
In
Community information and programs about
Efforts.
the topic of food security in the
Muffy Eastman [head of coming weeks.
VOICE] said the women heard
"There's a lot of hunger in the
about Manna's situation and community and when an agency
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British Marshal Scholarships: Prestigious scholarships worth approximately
$25,000 per year for up to two years to pursue further education in Great
Britain (usually a Masters degree or an Honors Bachelor's degree). 3.7 GPA
or higher required. Deadline: October 2
Office of International Programs Scholarships: Two $1,000 scholarships
available to students participating in UMaine direct exchanges during the
Spring 2001. Deadline: October 15
National Security Education Program: Up to $8,000 for study abroad in
countries underrepresented in study abroad and considered critical to U.S.
national security. Deadline: December 15
George J. Mitchel Peace Scholarship: Full tuition, fees, room, board, and
travel expenses for one semester of study at University College Cork in Ireland
during the 2001-02 academic year. Deadline: February 15
For more information on these and other scholarlships visit:
Office of International Programs
Winslow Hall, Room 100
Mon-Fri 8:00 to 4:30 Tel: 581-1509
www.urne.maine.edui-international/

like Manna which provides meals
becomes short in food it means
less food around for everyone,"
Eastman said. "Especially around
this time of year when food is
scarce, there's a lot of people who
depend on agencies and groups
that provide food."
Michael Kelly, a student at
UMaine believes the same thing.
He has been helping to get a food
drive started as well. "It seemed
like a noble cause, and because
we are all so blessed, I figured
that I could do my part to try to
help," Kelly said. "God has
given us all so many blessings,
it's only right that we share with
those in need."
Several local fraternities and
sororities also help out Manna.
This year Roe said Chi Omega,
Alpha Phi Omega and Delta
Delta Delta have already
helped out. APO brings food
that is left over from the dining
commons every Friday night.
That food, Roe said, is used on

Monday and Tuesday.
Tri
Delta and Chi Omega, he said,
have already come in to help
serve meals.
According to the Bangor
Police Department there are no
suspects yet and Manna is continuing to work at getting back on its
feet.
The 10-year old soup kitchen
and food pantry serves about 100
people a day. Roe said he, and the
soup kitchen, are pleased and
thankful for all of the support.
"We have forgiven the people
who did this," Roe said. "But in
the future the only thing we ask is
that if they need food, to please •
just come and ask for it."
If you would like to make a
donation to Manna you can drop
off food products at the kitchen's
location on 180 Center Street in
Bangor or call 990-2870.
For more information about
the local food drive which will be
beginning soon on campus for
Manna call VOICE at 581-1796.
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Religion director to make better community
By Susanna Bromberg
Religion Reporter
The University of Maine has
an Angel who wants to make student life a little bit more community oriented.
Angel Loredo, the associate
dean of students and community
life at UMaine, works with the
multicultural aspect of college
life, commuter and nontraditional
students, as well as coordinates
religious affairs on campus.
Loredo meets with advisers
from the different religious
groups about twice a semester to
discuss service programs and
panels which could benefit all
religious organizations at the
university.
Last year, a group was put
together to discuss religious symbols with a focus on the winter
months.
This year, he said he is considering putting together another
panel that would discuss the coincidence that many religious holidays occur during the winter
months, and the importance of the
coincidence, Loredo said.
Loredo, a master's degree
graduate from St. Mary's
University in San Antonio, Texas,
was interested in political science
and especially Western philosophy. Aside from his classes,
Loredo was involved in undergraduate activities. He was president of the campus Latino organization, became a part of Greek life
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and was also involved with student government.
These activities got him very
interested in a profession where
he could work with students and
advisers to make college more
community oriented. One of the
ways he does this is by meeting
with advisers and keeping in
touch with all the different groups
of students on campus.
He said he feels that everyone—students and faculty—
should feel comfortable at
UMaine, and one way to do this
by getting involved with student
organizations, including religious
groups.
There are many religious groups
on campus, and new ones can be
started anytime, Loredo said.
"I'm an advocate for the students," he said.
When there have been crises
on campus, students have on
many times asked religious
leaders for guidance, he said.
He wants students to feel comfortable here and religious help
is sometimes the answer for
many students.
UMaine offers many diverse
religious groups, but students can
also start a new group if their religion does not have a chapter here.
To be considered a student
group, a religious organization
has to be recognized by Student
Government by writing out a
charter, having officers and having an adviser. If a religious leader
from off-campus wants to be con-

network.
The network now sees rates as
high as 27 to 30 megabits per second, Letourneau said. That rate
more than doubles the rate seen
last year at this time: 12 megabits
per second.
Somehow, "data packets" that
the muter received from UMaineNet
were caught in a time loop and was
forcing the muter to interpret them
over again until it simply just gave
up, Letourneau said.
Another piece of information
Letourneau found was that, last
year, nighttime hours saw a steep
drop in usage because that is
when everyone usually sleeps.
However, this year, he found that
the drop has not been so steep.
"It's been a steady flow," he
said. The day-night differential
does not exist anymore.
The reason for this is that there
is more "Trojan horse" software
being used on campus, Letoumeau
said. Usages of software such as
Back Orifice and Napster have

sidered affiliated here, they have
to meet with Loredo and get a letter from their place of worship.
Once they do that, Loredo and
other student life deans may
accept them. They then will be
available to students for anything
from joining their group or just
for someone to talk with. UMaine
wants all different religions to be
recognized and this is one way
they and Loredo show it.
"Getting involved gives students a chance to meet new
friends and develop a sense of
community," said Loredo. "Being
a member of a religious group, or
any group for that matter, increases your attention rate and develops your leadership skills."
Because most jobs require students to be part of an organization, mainly for those skills,
community life at UMaine is
said.
important,
Loredo
Religious groups here recognized
this and try to incorporate ideas
of religion and positive people
skills to make students able to
deal with today's fast-paced society. Since religion is recognized
worldwide, being affiliated with
a group can increase a student's
chance of getting a job of their
choice tremendously.
Community life is a huge part
By Amanda Erskine
of a college career and will help
Student Government Reporter
with future jobs. In working with
all the different religious groups
The General Student Senate
on campus, Loredo expresses
UMaine's inclusiveness of all passed the act to allocate $12,000
from the student activities fee
beliefs and of all worships.
money to install an electronic voting system on campus.
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contributed to high traffic.
However, knowing
that
Napster, the digital music transferring software, is quite popular
and does its job very well,
Letourneau said, bandwidth is not
a problem.
Recent months have simply
seen a "continual ramp-up" of
network usage because of the
increasing amount of students
enrolled, Letourneau said.
Because the link has been so
stable before the router crashed, a
data packet analyzer will be
placed today to monitor and
report protocol-level problems,
Letourneau said. It will not monitor where each user goes on the
Internet.
Until the analyzer comes up
with some answers, the problem
essentially could have been caused
by anything, Letourneau said.
"It's like knowing you have a
heart attack," he said. The point is
figuring out how to prevent it
from happening again.

Electronic voting
system approved
When you open this new icon,
you will be able to read the candidates' biographies, ask the candidates questions and get various
bits of information dealing with
this election.
On the day before Election
Day the information on the candi-

week before the December
Student Government election an vote. To vote, information such as
icon will appear on your
See GSS on page 4
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UNH aims to increase minority enrollment
By Leanne Small
The New Hampshire
DURHAM, N.H.(U-WIRE) Admissions officers and multicultural organizations are working to
raise the enrollment of minority
students at the University of New
Hampshire, which currently
stands at 3.5 percent of the total
student population of 12,230.
That number is not bad, compared to other New England state
schools, said Tamika Chandler, an
assistant director at the UNH
Admissions Office. She said that
enrollment rates for minority students are "fair ... considering the
community we live in."
Sean McGhee of the Office of
Multicultural Student Affairs
agreed. Although McGhee admitted that the enrollment of students
of color isn't admirably high, it is
following a national trend. UNH's
enrollment statistics are a more
extreme example of student
enrollment rates throughout the
country.
McGhee noted that, in additional to minority numbers, there
are "more females, by far, than
males (at UNH) but that too, is a
national trend."
The percentage of females and
males enrolled at UNH is 58 and
42, respectively. The biggest
racial minority at UNH is Asian
and Pacific Islanders, who
account for 158 students.
At other New England Land
Grant schools, the statistics are

about equal, with the exception of
the University of Connecticut.
UConn boasts the largest minority
population of NELG schools,
with students of color representing 16 percent of 15,741 undergraduate students.
Other NELG Schools, consisting of the University of
Massachusetts, the University of
Maine, the University of Rhode
Island and the University of
Vermont, are all within one or two
percentage points of UNH for
minority enrollment.
Even so, the Admissions
Department and OMSA both
work hard to recruit more students of color to UNH. The
Admissions Department is beginning a new recruitment season,
and their plans include traveling
to the Boston, Washington, D.C.,
and New York areas to talk to
local high school students. These
three cities, according to
Chandler, have "majority minority areas and large multicultural
areas."
While
recruiting,
the
Admissions Department visits
local high schools and works at
college fairs so that potential
students can learn more about
UNH and talk to admissions
officers.
OMSA's McGhee said his
organization also conducts on-site
visits and runs the Discover UNH
program. Discover UNH is a program that enables high school
seniors to spend the night in a
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UNH dorm and have a UNH student show him or her around.
Through Discover UNH, potential students can experience being
a college student for a day,
become more interested in going
to college and, ideally, make
UNH their college of choice.
After arriving at UNH, the
adjustment period can be a shock
to students of color. OMSA is a
great place for these students to
start. OMSA works with different
multicultural organizations to
help students of color take advantage of UNH's range of cultural,
social and overall experiences.
McGhee said that the main
service OMSA offers students is a
chance to be involved. McGhee
also notes that OMSA isn't just
for students of color. Part of
OMSA's purpose it to reach out to
the general population and help
people "push the envelope with
their comfort zones ... to reach
out to students not touched by
diversity."
Another way that students can
reach out to diversity is through
"Common Purposes." Located in
Devine Hall, Common Purposes
is a multicultural floor for all stu-

dents. This hall is open to all students who want a cultural experience, regardless of their race. The
idea was initiated by students, and
throughout the year the students
hold many cultural events, including poetry slams, cultural dances
and theater.
UNH should be appealing to
many students of color, according
to McGhee, because they can
come here and "make a difference
... they won't be lost in the crowd.
Since there aren't many people of
color here, there are more options
to grow than in different, more
diverse schools."
Chandler agreed, saying that
UNH has many things to offer
students of color, and every student, through OMSA. She also
recognized that multicultural
organizations like the BSU (Black
Student Union) give students the
chance to branch out and meet
others with common interests and
cultures.
"UNH grads will more than
likely leave the New Hampshire
area," McGhee said. "They'll
have to work with students of
color ... we(OMSA)can prepare
you for the world."

GSS
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and go vote, I don't want you voting."
Sen. Nicole Poliquin voiced
the opposite viewpoint.
"I think the initial investment
is steep, but the payoff is worth
it," Poliquin said. "Students not
voting purely because they, don't
know whO they are voting 'for
will [then] know the candidates
and this can lead to move students to get involved with the student government."
Kelleher agreed.
"This would mean that students off campus could hear my
message," Kelleher said. "This
will be the great equalizer."
"I am against it personally,"
said Sen. Sean Prendergast. "I
don't feel comfortable putting
something you are supposed to be
active about in a passive medium.
Where will we draw the line to this
point-and-click communication?
This is just the easy way out."
The act was favored by 10
senators, opposed by four senators, and one senator abstained
from the vote.

your school identification number
will have to be given. The results
will be tabulated automatically.
After this election, this program will be used for every one,
from Student Government to the
Hall Governing Board elections.
The program is also set up to
do schork refetenda and to get
results on various polls on campus. These polls will help the
General Student Senate to more
easily get in touch with the student's needs, likes and dislikes.
Those who do not have a
FirstClass account or access to a
computer can also vote at the
Memorial Union.
The FirstClass electronic voting system will be set up by
Ronald N. Kozlowski, the academic technology specialist and
multimedia developer here at the
University of Maine.
Kozlowski is charging $50 an
hour for his services. His original
estimation was at $10,400, but
changes in the system plan
increased the price to $12,000, a
price tag already trimmed from a
25-percent discount.
Kozlowski estimates it will
take 320 hours to complete it,
with 200 hours of testing.
This act was debated for more
than a half hour.
"I am against it," said Sen.
Matthew Gagnon."I feel there are
other, cheaper ways of increasing
voter turnout. I have always
thought that if you can't get up
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Music sites
may follow
banned status
By Salina Monreal
The Daily Aztec
SAN DIEGO (U-WIRE) —
Gone are the days when students
on San Diego State University
campus could download music in
their
dorm
rooms
off
Napster.com. But some students
are saying other sites are the next
to follow.
"Neither me nor any of my
friends can access scour.com on
the university server," said undeclared San Diego State University
sophomore Abby Roberts. "The
only way I can get the site is
through [America Online]."
Kent McKelvey, network manager of telecommunications services, said the university has not
blocked any other MP3 sites, but
some students said they have had
some trouble accessing them.
Roberts said since Napster
was blocked she has been using
Scour Exchange, a program
that connects users and allows
them to search for and share
music, videos, images and
other files with users around
the world.
Since Napster was banned
there, the university increased the
server's bandwidth space four
times. However, students can't
use the extra space for more
downloading.
Students in residence halls
now ' have to follow guidelines

that limit the amount of space
they can use on the server. As part
of the Appropriate Use Policy,
each student can only use three
gigabites per week.
Students who violate the policy
may have their connection suspended if they continue to violate it.
Napster was blocked last
semester because there was not
enough bandwidth available to
handle traffic from students
downloading
music
files,
McKelvey said.
When a large number of students are downloading digital
music files on their personal computers in dorm rooms,the connection to the residence hall becomes
much slower.
pster was chosen for the
blockage because of its large
popularity with students, not
for Napster's legal problems,
he said.
"It was actually a resource
issue as to why it was banned," he
said. "It's not really our intention
to ban or block the music sites.
It's just that those sites are saturating the market."
Many campuses have been
sued because they allowed
Napster to be accessed by students. McKelvey named the
University of Southern California
as a campus singled out by record
labels and musicians.
Many musicians, largely
backed by the Recording
Association of America, have
been fighting to have MP3 sites
banned, claiming that musicians
should be compensated for their
work. They argue that downloading free music violates copyright
laws.
0.0•4•1••••
•%%

QUESTION

OF THE WEEK:

CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANNE MALCOLM

Adam Kiiykendall
3rd year
International Affairs
"It doesn't worry
me, but I can see
how it would affect
other students."

Rocky Herrick
3rd year
Electrical Eng.
"I am not worried as
a resident, but the
commuters as far as
the parking ticket
office may have
some problems."

How worried are you about the Public
Safety move and the likely disruption of
service?

Jeremy Towle
4th year
Theatre

Shamarukh Mohiuddin
3rd year
International

"I am not worried
about it because it
is always easier for
me to call instead
of going to Public
Safety."

"It bothers me
because ... I work on
campus and have to
...go all the way to
the new building to
get the key."

from page 1

Public Safety
with a person is to call 581-4040."
A number of other problems
have risen from the move as well.
Various organizations store
their keys at Public Safety and
need access to them at hours
when a person will no longer be
available to assist them directly.
"Those needing access to
places such as the sculpture lab,
or motor pool keys will have to
plan ahead in order to ensure that
someone will be available to
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assist them," said Chandler.
The storing of student
firearms on campus will also be
affected by the move.
"Since the firearms are
alarmed and secured when
nobody is in the building, students needing access to their arms
will need to call dispatch once
again," said Chandler.
Temporary parking permits needed at hours beyond normal operation
will no longer be available. Those

who may need one should contact
the parking office prior to arrival and
if need be, a permit can be mailed.
Students seeking assistance
should first call 581-4040 to ensure
that they will be able to speak with
a person who can help them with
any concerns they may have or
questions that may need answering.
"We hope that everyone will
be patient for the next few months
until we can move into a full service facility." said Chandler.

Quirino Docanto
4th year
KPE
"No 1 am not worried about the disruption of service
at all."

Does Your Heart Good.

VI
4

American Heart/
Association

Another valuable lesson 1C1 o!74
learned from Hollywood: i'i)L

USE YOUR
HEAD...
...ALWAYS WEAR A
CONDOM.

The Maine Campus

ACADIA BIKE'S8TH ANNUAL
HUGE USED BIKE -SALE9/21
TuesstWet9/26ORE(MEM.UNION BLDG.)
LOCATION: OUTSIDEPATIO-BOOKST
RALEIGH - CAN NONDALE -

GIANT

FROM $149.00
ACADIA BIKE - BAR HARBOR, ME.
288 - 9605

Every hooker has a
heart of gold, but none
of them have herpes.

Introducing Nibblebox.com. Tomorrow's entertainment today.
Log on for original episodic shows,interactive entertainment, and the bast of college
radio created by college students with help from directors like Doug Liman
(Swingers), and producers like Sherry Gunther (The Simpsons). Because while it's
what
fun making cynical comments about entertainment cliches, it's more fun to see
students are actually doing about it,

nibblibboxecom
digital entertainment in short, tasty bytes.
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EDITORIAL
Firestone, Ford pointing fingers
In recent weeks, Firestone Corporation has recalled three similar tire models that
are unsafe and have treads that will separate and cause vehicles to go out of control.
These tire models come with nearly every Ford Explorer. From there, the problem
has exploded. The cost of Firestone's tire recall is still uncertain and the responsibility of both companies is obvious, but the battle over who is going to pay continues.
It has been reported that these same tires were recalled in other countries up to
a year ago, so Ford and Firestone have known about the problem for some time.
Both companies must have decided against recalling the tires at an earlier date or
did not make the connection with the Explorers. Car manufacturers are notorious
for doing a cost analysis that determines whether recalling a defect is more expensive than paying the families of those who are injured or killed by the problem.
This was evident in pickup trucks in the '80s that were designed with sidesaddle
fuel tanks built outside the main frame and would explode upon impact.
Firestone is now meeting with attorney generals from many states to discuss the
replacement of tires. Ford wasn't included in this meeting, but for the most part, the
two companies have been pointing fingers. This non-stop battle over who's responsible for what, is seriously deflating the real problem, which is to replace the dangerous tires. If Ford could pitch in, Firestone could concentrate its resources on
manufacturing the replacement tires, rather than defending itself from a car manufacturing giant like Ford.
The focus has become money instead of replacing potentially fatal tire designs
that people drive on everyday. Headlines around the country declare growing costs
of replacing the tires, but the costs will continue to grow if these two companies
don't stop the finger pointing and work on the problem, instead of worrying about
the bottom dollar.

Soup kitchen needs your help
Last week the Manna Soup Kitchen in Bangor suffered a theft that resulted in a
$1,800 loss. The soup kitchen lost food slated to keep them going until
Thanksgiving, and has been left with only enough food to last for two more weeks.
This is not the only recent outbreak of crime and vandalism in the community.
Several cars have been broken into on and around the UMaine campus, and last
week a student's bicycle was destroyed and another student's skateboard was stolen.
What is wrong with people? Who wasn't listening in kindergarten when we were
taught not to take things that don't belong to us? It's quite simple. If it isn't yours,
leave it be. It is depressing that students can't leave their bicycles outside of their
classes and are scared to park their cars in the steamplant lot.
Day after day there are people working to make this world a better place. There
are people who are staffing food kitchens and volunteering at shelters. There are students raising money for charity and dedicating time to working crisis phone lines
and serving as walking companions.
And then there are people stealing from a soup kitchen. It's getting to the point
where it will soon be commonplace to see baby carriages being tipped over for sport.
Even if you don't have a lot to give, please make a point to help get the Manna
Soup Kitchen back on it's feet. You can send donations of money or food to 180
Center Street in Bangor or call 990-2870. There are groups all over campus starting
food drives and collecting money. Find one of these groups and get involved. It's too
late to change what happened, but it's not too late to make a difference to the people who need the support they were receiving at Manna.

Editorials are the opinions of and written by the editorial board, whose
members are Stanley Dankoskl, Kris Healey, John Contreraz, Kimberly
Leonard, Penny Morton, Scott Shelton, Kelly Michaud and Justin Bellows.
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Letters to the Editor
• Ice cream headache
I have been an enormous fan of Hood products
for all of my life. However,
one product in particular
tickles my fancy above all
the rest: Grasshopper Pie
flavored ice cream.
If you are at all farmiliar with this product
then I needn't explain my
love for its delicious
taste, for I'm sure, you
sir, or madame, are
equally infatuated with
this delicacy. If I were
asked
to
describe
Grasshopper Pie ice
cream in one word I
would respond, "Bliss."
Over the past few
years, I have purchased
boxes
many
of
Grasshopper Pie ice
cream and have always
been completly satisfied
with Hood's outstanding
quality. It is with that,
that I regret to inform
you of a near disaster that
occured on my last box.
As I'm sure you
already know, this flavor
consists of an amazing
mint ice cream, tantalizing chocolate fudge, and
(my
favorite)
mint
chocolate cookie chunks.
On this last purchase, the
cookie chunks were
missing. I'm going to retype that in hopes to
express the profound
impact I felt when I
made this disturbing discovery...the
cookie
chunks were missing.
I thought I had fallen
into a nightmare as I
searched through the ice
cream looking for this
most coveted treat. Alas,
no cookie chunks were
found. I tried to eat the
"almost" Grasshopper Pie,
but it just wasn't the same.
My trust in the Hood
company took a great
dive on that fateful
evening my friend, and it
is now that I give you
(the reader) and the H.P.
Hood Corporation a
chance for redemption.
All I ask is for a new
box of Grasshopper Pie
ice cream and the knowledge that the tragedy I
endured will never happen to another Hood customer. I am willing to
provide you with any
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Thumbs Up, Thumbs Down
Bull is backreturns,

mpus humorist

New gear at Latti- w you can
atch TV while you wait a bench.
over conMen's Rugby- 16-7
ference :4 4,11on
Saturday. It
was the first victory over the White
Mules in 6 years.
Bull is back- He's bound to touch a
nerve or tw
Bumstock field- Remember when
Bumstock ‘ra,s a concert, not a parking lot?',
Soup kitchen break in- Stealing
food that they give awa r free? That
takes crime to net/ 10

stupid" was repeated consistently throughout the
lengthy song.
I am very upset that
such blatantly disrespectAdam Kennedy ful and sacrilegious
York Village garbage is being promoted by the university.
I encourage the dean to
punish
those who made
• Air pollution
such an ugly comment, as
this sort of behavior is
I am writing in
what is unraveling the
response to the University
moral fabric of our counof Maine radio station. I
would like this letter to be try.
All people deserve
published in order to raise
concern and awareness respect regardless of reliabout the kinds of mes- gion, race, or sex, and I
sages the University'radio"' believe it is the universistation is sending to our ty's responsibility to
teach this.
community.
I hope that others who
Late last Saturday night
I was in my car listening to agree with me will let the
the radio when I tuned into university know their
the opinions, as I hope such
WMEB
91.9,
University of Maine sta- disrespect is not repeated
tion. I was horrified at the in the future.
extremely offensive music
that was being played.
I do not know who performed the "music", but
those responsible for airing
Annette Holder
it should be reprimanded.
Old Town
The phrase "Christianity is

information that will aid
you in this process.
thank you and pray for
your souls.

The Maine Campus recycles.
share it with a friend.
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OPINION
Freshman wonders...where's the Pepsi?
By Julia Hall
Special for the Campus

The University of Maine is
a land grant school. That
means that it gets public funding to run the university.
Well, now that that's settled I guess I'll just relax for a
little while, watch some TV,
maybe grab a Pepsi from the
vending machine...wait a
minute, I can't! Silly me, I
almost forgot, UMaine sold
its soul to Coca-Cola. How
could I have been so gosh
darn forgetful?
Maybe it's because I am so
used to seeing Pepsi AND
Coke in equal amounts.
Maybe it's because I don't
think the University should be
getting its funds from a billion dollar soft drink corporation. Or maybe I am just sick
of having to get Mr. Pibb
instead of good old-fashioned
Dr. Pepper.
Whatever the reason, I'm
tired of always being disappointed when I reach for my
carbonated refreshment, realizing that even soda has its
restrictions.
I realize this subject has
been tossed back and forth for
the past year and probably
everyone is really sick of discussing it, but you have to

look at it from a freshman's
point of view. Imagine coming
to the university, and it's your
first day. You've had a hard
morning, the classes are all
huge, you were late to all of
them and you're thirsty from
all the running around you did
trying to figure out where
Dunn Hall was. Now all you
want is to sit down with a nice
cold Pepsi, but UMaine does
not provide an alternative to
Coke. Now, I only took a
semester of economics, but in
my book this is called a
monopoly.
But what do I know? I'm
still new. So I did my research,
and I found out that UMaine as
a result of selling it's soul and
changing the school's anthem
from "The Maine Stein song"
to "It's always Coca-Cola" will
receive three million dollars
over a period of ten years. The
funds have been split up
between renovating classrooms ($1.2 million), expanding Fogler library ($1 million),
program
Maine
Bound
($350,000), special chairs for
graduation ($70,000), and a
new fitness center ($42,000).
All fine and dandy, but I think

leaves the university with
$338,000 over ten years, don't
fret! Those funds will be used
as contingency funds- In other
words, they are being saved for
a rainy day.
Along with all the Coke
money, UMaine has seen continuous growth in enrollment,
and with more students comes
more money and less parking
(something that I am willing to
bet will not be rectified by the
before mentioned contingency
funds).
Granted, I am only a freshman. I have no knowledge of
pre-Coke Maine, when Pepsi
was as accessible as air and
Surge was not considered an
for
substitute
adequate
all
with
of
Mountain Dew. But
the new financial deals and
adjustments that are being
made, how much longer will it
be before everything about this
university that is held dear has
been monopolized, and thus
left lacking any trace of character?

QftJSe

changes will effeot us personally. Now for all you math
majors out there freaking out
because $3 million minus all
those other numbers still

By Travis Cowing
Special for the Campus
Reality based television
really took us by storm this
summer. Survivor was the
national craze as over 40 million viewers tuned in to. the :
final episode to see Richard
Hatch become luckier than
Anna Kornikova's bicycle
seat. Now, CBS's Big Brother
has picked up where the island
crew left off, and for the past
few years MTV has aired The
Real World which has also
been immensely popular.
I'm here to tell you people
that Maine is prime to become
the sight for the next few reality based television programs.
In fact, there are a few shows
already in consideration. I
guess producers love Maine's
diverse population and beautiful scenery. I got a chance to
sit in on the executives meetings and hear some of the ideas
being kicked around for the
fall television lineup.

some countries that
exclude
women
from
secondary
By Andrea Page
proeducation
Special for the Maine Campus
grams.
Other topics that
these analysts studied were the conUnfair treatment of women
nections between abuse, early
is still a major concern for our deaths, illness, degradation and
world, but now countries have abortion. They reported that in
an incentive to change. That the entire world there are 50
million abortions every year,
incentive? Money.
Plain and simple - if you 20 million of which are unsafe,
treat women equally, your resulting in 78,000 maternal
economies will grow as a deaths. And that a third of all
result. This is not some ficti- pregnancies each year 80 miltious claim; it comes straight lion, are unintended or unwantfrom the United Nations. The ed. These are frightening statisUN released a report last week, tics, pointing to an urgency for
State of the World Population increased spending on family
2000, which details how crimes planning services, education
to women, discrimination and and a general, greater appreciaunsafe births, among other sub- tion for women's needs.
Also, definitely worth notjects, are holding nations back
from reaching their full eco- ing, are the positive steps countries have taken in recent years
nomic potential.
It seems upon first look that to stop the unfair treatment of
women. Eight African nations
this argument is straying from
have banned female genital
the emotional and humanitarian
mutilation; Venezuela has
ideals that are involved with
these issues. The fact that equal added sexual and reproductive
treatment of women is not rights and gender equality to
epough, ;is a human.OghlS iss.14
in itself as a tool for change'

people.
maybother some
However, it is important for
Julia Hall is a first-year
people to understand that for
journalism major.
some countries, especially
where citizens do not live in a
democracy, there has to be an
economic motivator.
As Stan Bernstein, a senior
research advisor with the UN
said to CNN recently, "sometimes people don't pay attenof the new programs would be
to misery until it hits them
tion
based right here on campus. I
pocketbook." That is why
the
in
don't know why, either, but the
to realize some
important
is
it
executives are pretty psyched
changing their
are
countries
about this place.
the shortmaybe
for
policies
For instance, Big Brother
economgrowing
of
bonus
term
President Hoffs house is going
picture
long-term
The
ically.
to be a hit. Imagine over 65
human
greater
to
point
will
cameras in his house. We can
country.
the
for
rights
tune in every Tuesday and
One statistic that shows a
Thursday to watch him roll
correlation between ecodirect
around naked in our tuition
nomic prosperity and better
money, all the time singing
rights for females involves edumerrily about the parking
cation. It stated that a one perproblem.
cent increase in female secondSurvivor UMaine was
going to be a ratings magnet, ary schooling results in a 0.3
percent increase in economic
but then producers figured the
growth. This could mean hunshow wouldn't be that exciting
dreds of millions of dollars for
because students don't mind
eating rats. It seems, after all,
that it is a step up for them
at Hilltop
after dining
Commons.

Reality TV, Greater Bangor style
Like the original, Survivor
in Old Town will also involve
16 castaways. The winner gets
a 10 dollar gift certificate to
Creepy Crawlies for being the
only castaway left that can still
stand the stench from the mill.
How about the Real World:
Caribou, Maine? The premise
will be eight people on a potato farm having sex with one
another. It will probably be
canceled though when the producers realize that the entire
cast is related.
Another idea was Big
Brother Bangor. We can install
50 different cameras in
Bamaby's on a Saturday night
and tune in to see a bunch of
beer bellied rednecks, donning
flannel shirts and chewing tobacco.., and that's just the women.
Survivor Bangor will be a
hoot, too. They're going to
drop a dollar in the middle of a
trailer park and see which castaway can come up with it.
Producers wanted six people
forThe Real World Veazie, Maine ...
but only 5 people live there.
On a more local note, a lot

Economic motivator
for women's rights

the sale of low-dosage oral
contraception. These are just a
few of the bright advances
countries are making. It needs
to continue.
The problem of unfair treatment does not just lie on the
other side of the globe. The
United States is not off the
hook in this report a reported
22 percent of women in our
country say they are being
physically assaulted by a male
partner. This is not better than
the other countries studied on
this subject. Our government
needs to take this report seriously and take steps to lower
this percentage.
of
treatment
Unequal
women is something we all
know has existed for so many
years, but now the facts are in.
Governments will indeed benefit by taking these numbers
seriously.

Andrea Page is a senior
secondary education major.

The Maine Campus is currently
looking for a production manager
Position requires knowledge of QuarkXPress
and Photoshop. Must be creative!
Call Penny Morton at 581-1271 or contact

her on FirstClass.
Travis Cowing is a senior
kinesiology major.
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Crossword

54 Turn bad

28 Robert Morse

ACROSS
i Lacking
significance
7 Deep Blue
specialty
12 Laments loudly
15 Successor of
Nikita
16 Ice cream flavor
17 It may have a
berth to Perth
18 Pump
19 Brighten
21 Returns letters
22 Cutlet?
24 Danielle's
darling
25 --- B'rith
26 The Fair Maid of
Kent and
namesakes

Edited by Will Shortz

tour de force

N° m"

•

•

56 Diminutive

suffix
29 Dirt-court game
30 Raid
57 Exclamation of
exhaustion
32 Art lovers
34 Garbed
59 Fussy dress
36 Increase
61 Handles
dramatically

62 U.S. air-to-air

37 Wolverines'

missiles
63 User interface
64 Actress
Madeleine et al.

rivals
41 Ahead
45 -----midi
46 A.M.A. members
iss Burt Reynolds
DOWN
film
49 Somewhat
1 Robin Williams
SO Coventry
film
Coolers

38

Vicksburg
53 Prog. Cons.
opponent, in
Canada
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NESS

3 Jalopy
4 Final: Abbr.
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condiment
6 Body of values
7 Thank the
singer
Party member?
9 Gone
io Yachting event
11 Mama's boys
13 Good Olympics
score
14 Field
15 Here, in
Honduras
20 Builder's
framework
23 Found fault with
25 1899-1902
event
27 Company
division

55 156
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58
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59

64

63
Puzzle by Alan Jay Weiss

29 Hemp
31 It breaks in the

morning
33 Unduly
35"Women
Ironing" artist
37 Belief in false
gods
38 Operating
periods
39 Found fault
with
ao Lampoons
42 Was humiliated

43 "Class" star
44 Lorax creator
47 Impolite
sound
so Sundaymeeting link
51 Classical walks

54 Saturday night
specials
55 Offended
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(Paul Anka
song)
60 Back
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arts

heedthj etnd spiral/4a trend

By Gina Valenzuela
For the Maine Campus

in place of yoga, but do add it to
your daily routine.
For an individual at home, Lyon
The Yoga craze has seemed to recommends practicing yoga
appear out of nowhere and daily for 30 minutes plus an extra
explode in every gym, YMCA, 10 minutes for meditation. Her
and dance studio around and lessons last an hour or more
even on the University of Maine because of the instruction.
campus.
Unlike weight training, yoga
Most people think of yoga as a exercises a variety of muscles at
leotard wearing, freakishly flexi- the same time, therefore practicble, meditative thing. A thing, ing everyday will not be strenuwhich they do not realize is really ous to your body.
another type of exercise for the
Lyon does warn people about
body and soul.
using instructional videos. They
Now where exactly did the can be fine for someone that is
yoga hype emerge from? Barbara already in shape, but discourLyon, a certified Hatha Yoga aging and even dangerous to
instructor said,"The media atten- beginners.
tion is a response to we
For those who think
Americans. When we get our they are not flexible
hands on something, we tend to enough, there is no need to
worry. Flexibility is the
over commercialize it."
In the fast pace world of today aim of yoga as well as
circulation
people are searching for an ele- increasing
joints.
ment to help them slow down around
the
their lives and they are finding Different poses help
yoga to be that element.
achieve
"The overall goal of yoga is to
refine and be uplifting to the spirit.
It's really about cultivating the
spirit," Lyon said.
Yoga tries to avoid the extreme
highs and lows of daily life. It
supports a steady flow of energy—sustained energy—to the
exerciser.
Despite the popularization of
yoga by such celebrities, like these health benefits and others.
Madonna, as a physical workout,
According to Lyon, twist motions "enliven the
its main purpose is not to exercise organs by increasing the flow of all liquids, creating
the muscles. Do not give up space for the organs to be and help us improve the
weight or cardiovascular training flexible range of the spinal column.

"Standing poses are all symbolically good for when you are feeling
mentally distracted. They have a
grounding effect. They connect you
with the earth. Backward bends
open up the heart center and provide flexibility to the back. They
soften your heart to yourself and
others," she said.
There are different types of
yoga. Iyengar yoga is precision
oriented and uses a lot of props,
which is helpful especially to
beginners.
Sivananda yoga, the
favorite of Lyon, is
built around a core
of twelve poses and
always
includes
breathing and meditation.
Ashtanga—hot
yoga—or "celebriyoga,"
is
ty
extremely athletic
because of its
base of fast and
ener-

Yoga works with body alignment,
mechanics and body awareness.
Not until recently were labels,
such as beginner, intermediate
and advanced, put on yoga. Lyon
always taught and continues to
teach her classes on a basic level
catering to each individuals needs
in her class based on their shape,
size and flexibility.
A teacher will often see a build
up of self-confidence with
increased flexibility and knowledge of yoga according to Lyon.
Concentration, balance, posture,
relaxation and strength also
improve in correspondence to
more experience of yoga.
For the past 120 years of existence in America, yoga has gone
through a mutation. Lyon is
"interested in preserving the old
type of yoga because of the simplicity creating a balance of mind
and spirit."
She gives private lessons as
well as coed classes at Gold's
Gym, the YWCA, River City
Dance Center and Hammond
Street Senior Center, where her
oldest student is 92 years old.
Also, open to employees and their
families, Lyon teaches every Friday
in the Dexter Lounge of the Alfond
Arena. Fpr more information all the
Employee Assistance Program at
581-4014 for registration.
Whatever the type of yoga,
must be extremely careful
one
getic movements. It is very dangerous to beginners.
before
beginning a program. It
Kripalu yoga, is based on Sivananda yoga but
is
best
to
join a class or set up a
adds psychoanalysis to the workout. Different
press points are focused on and the emotions they private lesson before trying to
follow a videocassette.
create.

American folk tradition alive in Orono
By Justin Bellows
News Editor
The Marsh Island Band will
hold a contradance to celebrate its
Saturday,
anniversary
20th
October 14, at the Orono
Community Center. Phil Locke, a
math professor at the University
of Maine, is an original member

and co-founder of the band.
According to Locke,contradancing is an American folk tradition dating to colonial days. The Marsh
Island Band plays traditional music
of New England, French Canada,
Appalachia and the British Isles.
The dancers face each other,
alternating male and female to
create couples. A typical line con-

LOGO COURTESY MARSH ISLAND BAND.

sists of 8-12 couples. A dance
consists of a series of moves in
coordination with the music.
The "caller" announces the
moves as the dance progresses. It
is the caller's responsibility to
keep the dancers in sequence with
the music. The caller walks the
dancers through the moves before
the music starts so that everyone
can learn the routine.
The overall set-up of a contradance is similar to a square
dance and they both use similar
moves, called figures. Square
dancing is more formal than contradancing. Dancers form teams
and rehearse set routines that are
performed to recorded music.
Contradancing, however, is set
up so that anyone can participate.
According to Locke, after the
caller walks everyone through the
dance and the music starts, the
more experienced dancers keep
the beginners in step. A more significant difference is that contradances feature a live band.
The Marsh Island Band consists
of two fiddle players, a
guitarist/mandolin player, a banjo, a
piano/accordion player and a caller.

Including Locke,four of the six band
members have a tie to the university.
Pianist Kim Wildes is a university alumnus and fiddle player
Nora Bellows is a senior education
major. Caller Joe DuPere works as
a programming and computing
specialist for the university. The
two other members, banjo player
George Flink and mandolinist/guitarist Lowell Oyster are musicians
from local communities.
"The band's always had a pretty strong connection with the university," said Locke.
He said that roughly 80 percent of the band's membership
over the years has in some way
with
the
been
affiliated
University of Maine.
Locke and co-founder Paul
Fackler started the Marsh Island
Band in 1980. Previously there was
a band holding contradances at the
university and the Marsh Island
Band was formed, with two weeks
notice, to take over when the previous band's leader moved to Camden.
Contrabands often name themselves after the town or region they
hail from so Locke named the
Marsh Island Band after the land

Orono and Old Town sits upon.
According to Locke, "Marsh
Island" is reference to a landholder named Marsh who once owned
a substantial portion of this area.
The lineup of the band is constantly changing and has seen
over 20 players come and go
since 1980. Some of the band's
almuni will attend the anniversary
dance on Oct. 14.
As the only original member,
Locke maintains the band's songbook. Locke adds, subtracts and
revises tunes from the band's 250
plus repetoire. The band uses about
75 of these tunes fairly regularly.
"I could probably play most of
them from memory," said Locke,
"but I use the music to jog my
memory when I'm practicing."
For more information about
the Marsh Island Band regular
schedule, contact Phil Locke at
942-5471 or on the internet at
locke@gauss.umemat.maine.edu.
The anniversary dance is
Saturday, Oct. 14, at the Orono
Community Center. The dance
starts at 8 p.m. but beginners can
come at 7:30 p.m. to learn some
of the basic moves.
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Hang up 'After the Beep'
But what's most baffling is glimpses of good acting by
that "The Twilight Slasher" does Pugliese, as he argues with his
all of his "twilight slashing" in alter ego.
This is all forgotten when
"After the Beep...," an awful broad daylight! Not just once,
of
four
All
times!
four
but
Knight decides to scar the audiindependent film, created by either,
two
only
attempts,
devious
ence's retinas with a tasteless
Edge Productions, is about a trou- his
place
when
take
scrotum-shot, as "The Twilight
bled tabloid reporter's investiga- being successful,
tion into a series of killings by a the sun appear to be at its bright- Slasher" leaps onto an empty bed,
in a frustrated attempt to do a litmurderer known as "The Twilight est.
Yes, it could be rationalized tle early-morning, nude slashing.
Slasher."
But, really, this film shouldn't
The reporter, Angela Wood that the sun is always sort of
(Lynda Gordon) tortured by going down, but seriously, would even be discussed any further.
Locally:
memories of her abusive past— it really have been all that diffi- The potentially suspenseful
dredged up by a local psychic, cult to wait another hour or two scenes are ruined by dopey
9/27 Cinematique: "The suburwho she sought out for insight before shooting? Or, at least, music, lethargic acting and purely
bans"
into the slasher's identity—even- rename his character to some- mechanical "slashing."
The sex scene will make even Devino Auditorium, DPC 7 p.m.
tually comes to be on intimate thing more appropriate.
Now,Tim Pugliese, who plays the most desensitized audienceterms, in the pornographic sense,
9/28 Acoustic Music:
confused "Twilight Slasher," member cringe.
the
with the maniacal killer.
The flashbacks into Angela's Headcleaners
Later, she is forced to confront is first introduced as a Bible-totabusive teen years feature an York Hall and Commons,8 p.m.
her inner-demons and "The
actress that appears to be older
Twilight Slasher," in a predictable
9/30 Hypnotist Ronny Romm
the present-day Angela.
than
ending that leaves the audience
And, for a self-proclaimed Devino Auditorium, DPC 8 p.m.
glad the film is only 45 minutes
"psychological thriller," there is
long. Thank heavens.
never any suspense—except in 10/1 Cyrano de Bergerac
Now, it is understood that
the film's most dramatic scene, Hutchin Concert Hall 3 p.m.
some leeway must be allowed to
featuring a squeegee dropping
amateur filmmakers as far as
10/2 Xiu Xiu: The sent down girl
into a puddle.
technical quality is concerned, but
film series
Feminist
Overall, this film is an insult
this film goes far beyond the
Hall
basement,7 p.m.
to any independent filmmaker Fernald
bounds of merely having some
with a conscience about the
sound and lighting deficiencies—
quality of his work. "After the 10/3 Reading by Poet Jayne Cortez
though, there are, indeed, some
Beep..." is a cinematic disaster, Soderberg Center,Jenness Hall,
serious problems in those areas.
undoubtedly put together with a 4 p.m.
What stands out most, apart
cheap camcorder and a small
from the poor acting, is the totalCasio keyboard.
ly hackneyed script.
In order to truly grasp just how
Writers Lucas Knight and ing bartender who's searching for
this movie really is,
repulsive
no
Frank Welch show absolutely
some hope in this mixed-up life—
filmmaker,
independent
offended
the
in
writing. If the poor guy.
imagination
working
currently
Homer,
Teddy
characters are not speaking
And, of course, he finds someOutside,"
Steps
"Twelve
on
words that are predictable and of one "to talk-chat philosophy
the four-letter variety, they ate with," ilf"MrIMPIT9SroWtellhelft"'444airrigko****awAsutiniateti words
mumbling sentences that can Angela, in a scene that apparently concerning those involved iii the
only be described as trite, at best. was just too darned complicated making of "After the Beep...,"
"They deserve nothing. They
So, don't look for any actual to retake.
all be working at gas stashould
substance in this movie—there's
The smooth talking bartender
they shouldn't do anyand
tions,
some
found.
for
none to be
then lures her into bed,
and they should shut
else,
thing
to
directing.
hardcore sex, choreographed
But then there's the
up."
f***
the
The movie jacket describes music that's reminiscent of an
He later added, "I'm not so
this film as being set on a eight-bit video game. It's as if
about the movie, as
concerned
"waterfront city," with a murder- Knight wants to take his audithe fact that peoabout
as
much
er who "only strikes as the sun ence to Yoshi Land's red-light
movies like this
make
that
ple
goes down," but none of these district. But it doesn't stop
it a movie? —
call
I
Dare
exist.
proclamations are ever con- there!
dare anyHow
cassette.
Video
At this point, Knight finds it
firmed by the action within the
film let
this
made
who
body
necessary to provide further
film.
this
seen
hasn't
who
anybody
Director Lucas Knight leaves nude shots of Pugliese, while
it
call
I
Dare
film?
this
see
film,
his audience starving for some tackling a bathroom -mirror
cassette"
--Video
film?
a
indication that it is a waterfront scene that reveals the barSo, now you've been warned.
with
struggle
area, neglecting to provide a shot tender's
don't be fooled—it's not so
And
of perhap some water. (Wait! Dissociative Identity Disorder.
it's funny. It's worse.
that
bad
This scene actually shows
There is a puddle.)
By Brad Rego
For the Maine Campus

"Don't look
for any
actual
substance in
this movie
there's none
to be found."

Symposium addresses childcare needs
By Amy Saunders
For the Maine Campus
The need for childcare, ages
three and under, is exceeding the
supply of those qualified to take
care of them in Maine.
The Penquis Cap Resource
Development Center in Bangor,
along with Eastern Maine
Technical College, University of
Maine at Augusta, the Maine
Deptartment of Human Services
and a number of other organizations are sponsoring the Childcare
Symposium Sept. 30 at EMTC.
The series of workshops will
try to remedy the lack of providers
for children that young.
Sheila Higgins, referral specialist, said, "I run a referral program and it's getting harder and

harder to find care for children six
weeks old to two-and-a-half
years."
She attributed this to the fact
that caring for babies is much
more expensive due to the law
which says every child under the
age of one-and-a-half must have
their own crib.
Higgins also said providers are
becoming more and more uncomfortable handling babies and toddlers because it is such a tender
age.
The symposium will offer
three workshops featuring national speakers, Betty Blaize, Harold
Ireton and Donna Bloomer.
The first lecture is called
"Positive Spaces/ Environments
for Infants and Toddlers." Blaize,
the CEO of Excellence for

Children, will lead this discussion. Blaze received her master's
from the University of New
Orleans and has worked for the
of
Department
Louisiana
Education.
She is currently spending her
time developing head start programs,speaking at national conferences and researching for Disney's
"Dooley and Pals" children's program.
Blaize will explain the need
for environments that enhance
development and learning. She
will then have a question and
answer period discussing how to
change one's own childcare center to better serve children.
Ireton, a Ph.D, will be directing the second workshop entiSee CHILDCARE on page 12

• Happenings

New on Video for the week of
9/26:
Black and White
Final Destination
Screwed
The Flintstones in Viva Rock
Vegas
Where the Heart Is

New in Music for the week of
9/26:
"Bootleg: Detroit," Morphine
"Bridging the Gaps," Black Eyed
Peas
"Live at the Key Club," Pennywise
"Peakin' at the Beacon," The
Allman Brothers Band
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RON*=UNION.
The %Ant Bteginnielt Canrnittee 6 resporsblet as
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Members are Waved in 41 aspeds tringing ads Ike
Live,(uster, Rustic Ovetones, Rahtel and Blues'fraveler to
(Mains Help is Swks neeckl fa arkertishg (lndudng
web page MIT ad maintensice), hospital',
stage *No and tteakdowri,searty, box ofice aid more.
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ell the Welt Entertairmert dice 5814701.
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CDNOW stands out

Staftng

By Hannah Jackson
For the Maine Campus

Deb Mitchell, Public Safety
Crime Prevention Specialist
How long have you been on
"the force"? I have been here
for 16 years. I worked at Old
Town RD. for a year and decided
that I wanted more action.
What is the largest weapon
you've ever handled? My grandfather's 30/30 rifle. It almost took
my shoulder off. 1 was only 12
years old!
If you had a crush on a student,
would it more likely be a first
year or a grad student? I like
older guys and the stability they
offer, so I'd have to say a grad
student, although my husband is
seven years younger than me.
Democrat or Republican?
Democrat, I think that most people would guess that about me.
What's your worst habit? I'm
very impatient, oh, and I swear
way too much
Favorite Stuffed Animal? My
very first Bambi, he has a bad
neck now.
What is the worst look you've
ever had? The bad perms of the
80s and the layers of makeup. I
still wear a lot of makeup, but not
that bad anymore.
What kind of car do you drive?
A Mitsubishi Eclipse, 16-valve

dual overhead.
Do you have any animals? A
six pound poodle named Monty.
He is the cutest little bugger.
What do you do in your spare
time? I sing in a rock band,
Crazy Alice, with my husband.
I'm the lead singer and he plays
drums.
What is the best part of your
job? The students, I love them.
They keep me alive, they're my
children.
Why do you wear purple nail
polish and purple lipstick?
Because I love being a non-conformist.

With so many options today of
how one can purchase music,
companies have to stand out in
some way in order to sell the
music of artists like Britney
Spears, Red Hot Chili Peppers,
and just about any artist with a
label.
CDNOW.com is a leading
Internet music store where CDs
and tapes can be purchased, and
they're doing more than selling.
Now, the site has expanded to
offer free music downloads,
videos, sweepstakes, top 10
music lists, digital music,
reviews and clothes.
to
on
logging
By
CDNOW.com, you can choose
where you want to go and what
you want to do. The home page
offers an array of places to go.
For instance, now you can read an
interview with Mandy Moore, or
see the video interview with the
Hot Chili Peppers, which can be
viewed on your Windows Media
Player. It's only about five min-

II driNes you to the grave

utes, but it shows you rare
footage and soundbites that you
wouldn't even get from MTV.
Also, the top selling CDs are
always up to 30 percent off.
Just about every musical genre
is available for listeding and buying at CDNOW.com, not just pop
and rock.
At the Music Beat section,
there is the latest music news, the
week's top radio requests, and
even a music gossip column now
featuring Puff Daddy and Jennifer
Lopez, that stable Hollywood
couple.
The main thing about using
this Web site is that you should

decide what you want to do
before you get there, because
there are so many things to do. It
can almost be overwhelming.
But, a great feature of the
sight that you can see as soon as
you log on is the music news. It

tells you which rapper is in jail at
the moment, which teen pop sensation is baring it all and more.
Without the controversy typilike
sites
Web
of
cal
Napster.com, or MP3.com, you
can buy digital music at
CDNOW.com. There are also
free digital downloads.
If you need to know where
your favorite band is headed
next, check out the Concert
Calendar, which has links to
tickets, dates, and shows. To personalize the site for each time
you log on, create a profile of
music you like, with other inforMy
create
mation
to
CDNOW.com. It will tell you
which of your favorite artist's
music is on sale, who's touring,
recommend products and more.
The site is informative and
convenient. But wouldn't you
rather just make the ten minute
trek to Bull Moose, get a cheap
CD and not pay shipping
charges? Well, if you're without a
car, in a dorm and you've got the
cash flow, then this is your site.
Happy shopping.

Childcare
tied, "Appreciating Children's
Development/ Integrating Parent
and Teacher Observations."
A professor at the University
of Minneapolis, he is the author

ilkiiJg.
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of the Child Development
Inventories and books dealing
with educational health care,
assessing young children and
preschool screening.
Ireton is a developmental psychologist interested in the interaction between parent, teacher
and child. This discussion will
focus on the learning environment and how to enhance the
relationships formed with the
teacher and parents.
Ireton will explain how to use
conferences and screening to
determine if a child is in the prop-

from page 11

This lecture will emphasize
the need for a strong relationship
between caregiver and child.
The three speakers were choon a national level to
sen
for Infants and Toddlers with
the response for this
increase
Others." Bloomer will be present
Higgins said. She
conference,
this informative look at growth in
that holding this
explained
also
the first three years of life.
provide an
will
conference
She is the co-author of "A
childcare
for
opportunity
Trainer's Guide to the Creative
credit
their
Curriculum for Infants and providers to earn
Toddlers." Bloomer has partici- hours required by the state, six
pated actively in head start pro- for home care and 24 for centers.
grams by providing technical This series of workshops will
assistance, managing and training also allow 0.6 Continuing
Education Units to be used
in Maryland.
She has helped to organize toward a college degree.
Higgins said this allows careparent co-op nursery schools and
the chance to look ahead
givers
for
co-leader
the
is
also
infant/toddler team Dance New and plan on continuing with secondary education.
England in Poland, Maine.

er setting to learn with full potential.
The final workshop offered is
"Sharing the Creative Curriculum

,

Hirin

Technology Consultant/
Equipment Manager

Slrect skAino tests your body's physicat
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JOB DESCRIPTION:
To keep the web pages of
SG, Boards and clubs up to
date, keep SG informed of
technological advances that
effect Student Government.
Monitoring and logging of
all equipment paid for with
Student Activity Fee monies.
Responsible to work with
the Administrative Assistant
in maintaining a database of
said equipment.

Hard slams are partof
thejob
33
,

Jamie Thomas and Ed Templeton
champion soofil Skaters

'T'onight. make it
vegetarian
CONTACT:
Amy Saunders
581-1780
3rd Floor
Memorial Union
Financial Affairs
Office
or on first class

Fo4 more information, omemt: Phoietens Committee ter Presoomitite medicine
5100 Wscensm Ave.,Sue 404 Mshinejim, DC 20016
(NV)hhei-2210, ext. 300 mule Kim °so

STEPHEN C. SMITH
Attorney at Law
• Personal Injury
• Criminal Defense
Tel. (207) 941-2395
P.O. Box 1957
Fax.(207) 941-9608
Bangor, ME 04402
mainelawyer@hotmail.com
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MVP is a tough call

Rec Sports

played, the White Sox have not
been as good as they are this year
and Thomas, along with some
quality pitching, is carrying the
team with a .330 average, 42
homers and 142 RBI.
Thomas is a lock for the MVP
if a team's improvement is the
main criteria. Thomas won the
award in '93 and '94, but the
White Sox emerged as the central
division's team to beat, a title
usually held by the Indians.
The National League race
seems to be a race between Mike
Piazza, Barry Bonds and Jeff
Kent.
Piazza is leading the Mets to
the playoffs and has had a fairly
consistent hitting season. He
boasts a .330 average with 38
homers and 111 RBI.
Piazza could benefit from
Bonds and Kent being on the
same team and splitting the vote
from Giants supporters.
Kent has been the Giants silent
weapon with a .335 average, 33
homers and 125 RBI. Bonds has a
career-high 48 jacks, a .307 average
and 104 RBI. Both have helped the
Giants to the division title, Bonds
more on the front page with his PacBell homers splashing in the bay,
and Kent behind the scenes.
With the success of the Giants
and the White Sox this season, it
wouldn't be surprising to see
MVP's come from those teams
who came out of the woodwork
and showed up in the playoffs.

ing by the forward pack, UMaine
prevented Colby from passing the
50-yard line. Though dominating
offensively, the Black Bears were
unable to score on any of their
attempts at the try line. The score
remained 0-0 until the end, resulting
in a tie for game number one. The
team hopes to work this week on
sharpening skills that will create a
more cohesive game next Saturday
when they host Bates at 11 a.m. on
Lengyel field.
The Recreational Sports Office
is offering new events for the month
of October. Starting with fraternity
indoor softball, which begins during
the last part of September. Softball
teams will consist of a maximum of
nine players and a minimum of
seven on the field. Greek'organizations are urged to file an application
and squad roster with the
Recreational Sports Office by
Tuesday, Oct. 3, at 4:30 p.m.
The UMaine men's inner tube
water polo event will begin in early
October. Teams have to be composed of seven men with a minimum
of three reserves. No applications
accepted with less than ten people. A
set of rules may be picked up at the
Recreational Sports Office at
Memorial Gym upon presentation of
your application, which is due by
Oct. 4, at 4:30 p.m. This year's tournament will be double elimination.
The women's event for inner
tube water polo will also be starting
soon. This is a competitive, fun
water game that will appeal to
women of all swimming abilities

Then-president Jimmy Carter nized those athletes who had
called for a boycott of the 1980 earned a spot.
Olympics to protest the 1979 invaKirchner earned his spot by finsion of Afghanistan by the Soviet ishing third in the 100m free. Just
Union. The United States and as the U.S. Olympic qualifiers saw
about 60 other nations did not send their names go up on the wall at
any athletes to the 1980 Games, this year's trials in Indianapolis,
leaving a whole generation of men Kirchner
remembers
the
and women who would not add an announcement of the 1980 team.
Olympic medal to their list of
"(U.S. Swimming) still selected
accomplishments in sports.
the Olympic team, you just knew
From the age of six until his that you were not going. It was still
retirement at 22, Kirchner swam a competition and, you still did what
competitively, spending a good you had set out to do," Kirchner said
portion of his time in the pool.
of the trials. "It was still an honor to
"Up until 1979, I was not really be one of the top swimmers."
Although he can't speak for all
in the national or international spotlight," he said. "In 1979, I earned a the athletes who were kept out of
spot on the Pan-American team. the 1980 Games, Kirchner underFrom that point on, I made big pro- stands Carter's actions from a
political standpoint. He sees the
gressions."
all
of
as something he had to
that
boycott
point
this
was
at
It
Kirchner's training began to deal with as an American and one
come together. As a junior at that may have been worth it.
"This is the best country to
Texas, he took second in the 50m
in
fifth
in the world," Kirchner
and
live
NCAA's
freestyle at
had
1980,
he
said.
the 100m free. By
"I've been to others and seen a
the fourth-best time in the world
and this is where I want to live.
lot
in the 100m free.
wantI
tough part is when I made the
what
The
"By then I knew
thought
I
that I wasn't going to
I
decision
ed to do and what
After I knew that
began
to
anymore.
swim
could do," he said."It all
time to compete
only
that was my
become a reality."
level.
In my mind,I
Olympic
As Kirchner's training came at the
Moscow,
kick butt and
together, the political relations would go to
win at the
could
between the United States and find out if I
the former Soviet Union came Olympic level."
While swimmers like 33-yearapart. In the spring of 1980,
Carter announced the boycott. old Olympian Dara Torres can
The U.S. Olympic Trials were make the money to keep thempushed back that year to coin- selves training after college and
Moscow even into their 30s, this wasn't the
the
with
cide
Olympics. Even though the case in 1980.
At 22, Kirchner was viewed as
United States would not be competing, the country still named an "old man" by swimming stanan Olympic team and recog- dards. To stay in competitive shape

he would have had to foot the bill
for coaching and training himself
with little hope for endorsements or
other profit opportunities.
"As I get older, it's an awful
feeling when I think that it was the
only opportunity I had," he said.
"At 22, I was retired and I know
now at 42, that at 22 I could have
been better. I know I would have
improved, but I had no financial
way to do that."
Now Kirchner is working to
make it back to the Olympics —
this time as a coach. He has
coached a British and a Belgian
Olympian in the past, but
Kirchner's goal is to go back as
part of the U.S. team.
"Coaching at the Olympic
level is very difficult," he said.
"It's more difficult to just
watch because when you are
coaching you aren't in control
of what the performance is. I'm
not going to be satisfied until
our athletes at IU make the
transition to the Olympic level.
We took five guys to the swimming trials and they performed
pretty well. But pretty well
doesn't get a spot."
As Kirchner watches U.S.
swimmers winning medals and
crushing record times this
Olympics, he feels satisfied with
the direction of the sport.
"I watch these Olympics and
feel very satisfied to be an
American," he said. "It proves
we have the best swim team.
Even if you don't win every
event, if you can show dominance, it proves you have the best
country in the world."

By John Contreraz
Sports Editor
As the baseball regular season
is coming to an end, so are many
races. In both leagues, it will be
difficult to crown the Most
Valuable Player. Last season,
Ivan Rodriguez took the honors
for the American League and
Chipper Jones walked with the
National League trophy.
With six games left, the
Mariners and Athletic's will
decide who will win the AL West
and Alex Rodriguez will fight
with Jason Giambi for the MVP.
Giambi, who has never won an
MVP, has posted a .332 average
with 40 homers and 130 RBI.
Rodriguez sports a .316 average
with 38 jacks and 112 RBI's.
Giambi is only one of two A's
to hit over .300, making him the
major offensive weapon for a
team in the pennant race. He has
peaked and remained consistent
the second half of the season after
a shaky first half.
Rodriguez gets help from
Edgar Martinez, who leads the
Mariners in average and RBI.
One of the game's best designated hitters, Martinez can also
make a pitch for the MVP award.
Rodriguez is also going to be a
free agent after this season and
could draw one of the biggest
contracts in history.
Frank Thomas is also in the
hunt. For as long as Thomas has
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from page 16
and endurance capacities. This
year's game will be a single elimination event. Teams are composed
of seven women with a minimum
of three reserves. There will be a
sorority division and open women's
division with the two winners playing off at the end. Entries are due
Wednesday, Oct.4 by 4:30 p.m.
The Recreational Sports Office
presents this fall's whiffle ball to be
played in the Pit of the Memorial
Gym.All teams will be guaranteed at
least two games. Each team can

have a maximum of six players and a
minimum of four. Applications are
due on Oct. 4, by 4:30 p.m. If you
need more information, please call
581-1081.
The 3-on-3-basketball tournament is coming soon, including four
divisions: men's dormitory, fraternity, men's independent and women's.
This will be an all points event.
Entry deadline will be
Wednesday, Oct. 4. Entries are to
be turned into the Recreational
Sports Office, 140 Memorial Gym.

Classifieds
Help Wanted
Want to earn extra money?
Looking for PT or FT work?
B97 is the #1 contemporary
hit radio station in the area.
We're looking for friendly,
energetic salespeople. We
will train you! Interested?
Call Chris at 947-9100. B97
is an EOE

Margaritas RestaurantWanted "cool" dishwashers to start immediately.
Please contact us at 8664863 and ask for Bill,
Shane, or Asa. Come join
the gang!! All the free
from page 16 rice and beans you cana
for the 1984 Los Angeles Games,

V
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W

M
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Classes
PHOENIX
TAEKWONDOTrain with the best. Olympic
sparring, WTF forms, pressure point defenses. M+W
nights,6-8:00,22 N. Main St,
OT 827-5827.

Start your own Fraternity!
Zeta Beta Tau is looking for
men to start a new Chapter.
If you are interested in academic success, a chance to
network and an opportunity
to make friends in a nonpledging Brotherhood, email: zbt@zbtnational.org or
call 800-431-9674
LEGAL
SERVICES
FOR
UNDERGRADUATES-Free
consultation. Service of
Student Government. M-WTH; 3rd Floor Memorial
Union. 581-1789.

Wanted Spring Breakers!
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, &
Jamaica. Call Sun Coast
Vacations for a free brochure
and ask how you can organize a small group & Eat,
Drink, Travel Free and Earn
Cash! Ca111-888-777-4642
or e-mail sales@suncoastv a c a t lons.com

Step Aerobics with upper &
lower body workout. Come
get in shape this fall.
Tuesday&Thursday 6-7pm
1500 month Danspace Old
Town. Call 827-6682 if interested.

Spring Break! Deluxe Hotel,
reliable air, free food, drinks
& parties! Cancun, Jamaica,
&
Bahamas,
Mazatlan
Florida. Travel free and earn
cash! Do it on the web! Go to
StudentCity.com or call 1800-293-1433 for info.

Miscellaneous

For Rent

3-4 Bed Apts avail Dec 1st
a
Fraternities*Sororities*Club S319-329
person.
s Student Groups* Earn Heat/elec/water included.
S1000-2000 this quarter will Toll free 877-671-0950.
tentyCampusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising 4 Bed house avail NOW!S349
event. No sales required. a person. Heat/elec/water
Fundraising dates are filling included. Big Rooms. Toll
quickly, so call today! free 877-671-0950
Contact Campusfundraiser.
corn at (888) 923-3238, or
visit www.camousfundraisAdvertise in
er.com
the Classifieds
Matthew, Happy 20th
Birthday! I love you so
much and can't wait to see
you soon. Love, Your Pet,
V"!MIIWM

M WM MWMINV1

M AGM

..

581-1273

MM.M.A.AO.AWM.MM.e,..044a
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Freestyle wrestler takes his style to Sydney
By Kelly Michaud
Assistant City Editor
When the years of training
and sacrifice culminate into an
Olympic berth there could be
nothing greater for an athlete...almost. Add to the excitement qualifying in your home
state in front of family and

the third pair I buy, they'll be a
little bit different because those
will be for the finals. It's a symbol of my confidence. I plan on
being in all three rounds, I
believe I'm going to win. The
socks I wear in the finals separate themselves from the others
because in the finals you're separating yourself from everybody

friends, and it
becomes
the
epitome of your
athletic career.
Freestyle
wrestler Brandon
Slay captured his
spot
on
the
Olympic team as
his
family
encompassed an
entire section of
the Dallas, Texas
arena.
Just as they
watched
him
make
the PHOTO COURTESY THEMAT.COM.
Olympic team, they will be in
Sydney supporting him as he
wrestles for the gold.
Now as the world watches
Slay's pursuit, get to know him.
What is your favorite
Olympic moment?
"My dream of being an
Olympic gold medallist began
when I was eight years old.
Wrestling is not prime time to
watch in the Games so 16 years
ago my grandmother used to set
the alarm for one a.m. and we
would get up and I would watch
wrestling on TV.
"I remember telling her that
I'm going to be an Olympian
and she told me as long as I
stayed committed, worked hard
and believed in myself that I
could. That's what I've been
doing for the past 16 years.
She's going to Sydney to see
me wrestle."
What's the best thing about
being an Olympian?
"Once you become an
Olympian, once you establish
yourself as one of the best athletes the United States has to
offer, the clout that you create
for yourself is great. With that
clout you have the ability to
affect people's lives because
they'll listen to you. They
believe and think that you have
something good to offer. I can
tell now they listen more
intensely because of what I've
done.
The hardest?
"I would say that due to that,
people's eyes are on you more.
They listen to you more but they
also watch everything you do.
You automatically become a
leader, you become a role model.
You have to make sure you're
doing the right things all of the
time, especially when you're
around children."
Any superstitions or rituals?
"Yes, before every competition I get brand new socks
depending on how long the competition's going to be. For
example, the Olympic Games
are three days—it's a three-day
competition so I'm going to buy
three brand new pairs of socks.
I'll buy two brand new pairs and
they'll be exactly the same and

else."
Your hero or
inspiration?
"Some people have heroes
and they are
their
heroes
their entire life.
I've been one of
those athletes
that has had
mentors
through different stages in my
life. I think
growing up my
hero was my

best friend—Brandon Brown.
"When I got to college, our
assistant coach Brian Doff, was
my mentor for five year. He is
a big reason why I'm the type
of wrestler I am today. He's the
guy I had to wrestle to make
the Olympic team. So that was
an interesting situation—here's
me having to go out and wrestle my mentor to make the team
so that was a tough thing for
me to do."
Your motto or quote you
follow?
-One that I've really gone
with for the past eight years is
'To achieve the possible you
must attempt the impossible; to
be all you can be, you must
dream of being more.' I think
that's a good way to look at life,
you always need your dreams
high. There will be times you
will accomplish them and
they'll be times you won't
accomplish them but the fact

Brandon Slay qualified for the Olympics in front of his home fans at Dallas.
PHOTO COURTESY THEMAT.COM.
that you're trying is going to
make you a better person."
Your most intense moment
during competition?
"For me it's usually the last
minute of the match because it
comes down to where I'm
ahead by maybe two or three
points and I have to really
focus on not making any mistakes. I picture a \ olLtIlle gauge
in my mind like on a stereo and
I mentally turn that gauge up
three or four levels and things
start rolling. Whether I'm
ahead or behind that last
minute is always the most
intense."
I am a closet fan of ...
"Culture Club. I like their
music, you know, Karma
Chameleon. Every time I put it

on in my room all the guys
make fun of me, 'I can't
believe you like this crap.' It's
awesome, I really like it. So
I'm a closet fan of Boy George
and Culture Club—I tumble 4
I can't live without ...
"God."
Most people don't know 1 ...
"I like to go to gothic clubs
and dress in dark clothing and
listen to hard, alternative music.
I don't really get into the gothic
mentality but I enjoy going to a
place where it's like Halloween
every Friday and Saturday
night. Most people think I'm
this country boy who likes
George Straits and wants to go
two-stepping on the weekend."
I never miss ...
"I NEVER miss having to
miss cutting weight, ever. I
never miss having to put my
plastics on and sit in the sauna
for thirty minutes and ride the
stationary bike for an hour and a
half to lose seven or eight
pounds. It's a tough process but
it's part of the sport."
Anything unusual you do to
get ready for competition?

"I do a lot of visualization and
relaxing. I lay down and visualize
myself winning the match, getting a
takedown and getting my hand
raised after the match. That's a big
part of my game plan, the mental
aspect--putting myself in the situation to win."
If you win a medal, do you
know where you want to put
it?
"I'm going to give it to my
because
my
grandmother
grandmother raised me. She's
been the nuts and bolts in my
life since I was five years old.
I would not be Brandon Slay
without her; I would not be sitting here talking to you at the
Olympic Training Center without the impact she has had on
my life.
"I know she's 75 and one of
these days she is going to pass
away but if she can have that
medal in her house and near her
until the time God takes her,
then it would mean a lot to her.
That's something I'll always
have, I don't have to have the
medal in my hands to know that
I won. I think if she has it with
her it'll mean a lot to her."

Medal Count
United States
Russia
China
Australia
France
Germany
Italy
Britain
Korea
Romania
Netherlands
Japan

PHOTO COURTESY FORT WORTH STAR TELEGRAM.

Gold
25
17
22
12
12
5
11
6
5
10
8
5

Silver
15
14
14
20
13
II
6
8
6
4
5
6

Bronze
22
10
14
12
7
16
11
5
4
3
4

Total
62
51
50
44
32
32
28
19
19
18
16
15
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Canadian recruits strengthen Maine teams
Players from north of the border have doubled in last 10 years
By Kevin Gove
For the Maine Campus
They have come from Moose
Jaw, Mississauga and Montreal;
Tide Head, Two Mountains and
Toronto. For decades young
Canadians have exchanged the
red and white colors of their
homeland for the blue and white
worn by University of Maine
sports teams. They have jumped
at the offer to play their respective sport at the Division I level
on American soil, and more often
than not have found Orono to be
a lot like the home they left
behind.
With the addition of two varsiteams in the past three
athletic
ty
a greater effort by
and
years
recruit north of the
to
coaches
Canadian influence
the
border,
athletics is
UMaine
throughout
ever.
than
greater
perhaps
Ten years ago, less than 20
Canadian student-athletes participated on Maine athletic teams.
Last year, over 40 Canadians
played for UMaine.
"We've seriously taken a look
into Canada," women's ice hockey Head Coach Rick Filighera
said.
roster for
current
The
Filighera's team sports 13
Canadians, more than double the
number from a year ago. Nine of
the 10 newcomers are from
Canada. Filighera says about 70
percent of his recruiting is focused

native
Canadians. Quebec
Tracey Frenette finished her
career in 1992 and ranks eighth
on the women's all-time scoring
list with 1,194 points. The top
returning scorer on this years
women's team is Kizzy Lopez
from Hemmingford, Quebec.
Andre Riley of Toronto,
Ontario will play for the men's
team this year and according to
coach John Giannini a recruit
from the Montreal area is close to
committing to the program.
For Giannini, recruiting in
Canada has been a welcome
change from the every-coach-forhimself recruiting battle over
American players.
"A talented player on the cast
coast has likely been seen by
every Division I school in the
region," Giannini said. "We've
really tried to find similar quality players in areas that aren't as
highly exposed and Canada fits
that precisely for us."
UMaine's current fall sports
teams are getting great contributions from Canadian student-athletes.
Dominik Bertrand is the top
Rob Dow pursues a Rhode Island player earlier this season. Dow is from Cole Harbour, Nova goal scorer for women's soccer
SCOtiaCAMPUS PHOTO BY ANNE MALCOLM.
team, while fellow Quebec
native Katie Hodge leads the
the size of the university commu- about hockey," Filighera said.
in Canada.
in assists. On the men's
team
Filighera
nity play a big part in their deciThe tradition of the men's ice
The scholarship that
team Cole Harbour, Nova
soccer
to
sion to enroll here.
hockey program also draws
and other Maine coaches have
Rob Dow is one of four
Scotia's
"Their advantage is a scholar- recruits to the women's team. It's
offer Canadian student-athletes
to score a goal on
Bears
does not exist in their own coun- ship," Filighera said. "They no secret that the success of the Black
try. For Filighera's recruits, the don't have that kind of support in men's team is due in part to a the season.
-t4oriko Kariya of North
opportunity for financial aid and Canada. A lot of Canadian hock- steady stream of talerireer
British Columbia
Vancouver,
towns
ey players are from small
Canadian players. From recent
hockey team in
leads
field
the
to
Cory
and Orono is comparable
like
student-athletes
in total
second
is
and
assists
where they're from. They feel Larose, Alfie Michaud and Dave
Cheryl
Elliott
Freshmen
points.
like they're at home."
Cullen to past players like Scott
Claire
Ontario),
(Puslinch,
of
level
the
Nationalities aside,
Pellerin and Paul Kariya, many
the sport brings the athletes Canadians have made an impact Poliquin (Vancouver, British
Columbia) and Jenn Vollmer
together regardless of their native on UMaine men's ice hockey.
country.
On the other hand, the Black (Sherwood Park, Alberta) have
"The most important thing is Bear basketball teams have not all made an impact on the
that everybody is passionate landed a significant number of women's volleyball team.

December Graduates!
If you plan to graduate
December 16, 2000
and have not turned in an
"Application for Deadd" form,
please stop by the
Office of Student Records,
Room 100 Wingate Hall,
immediately!

Deadline: October 2
Quebec. CAMPUS
Kizzy Lopez hails from Hemmingford,
ANNE MALCOLM

PHOTO UY
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Meet Brandon
Slay, one of
America's
wrestlers.

Baseball's
MVP
outlook.
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Young team poised for conference schedule
By Kelly Brown
Women's Soccer Reporter

The women's soccer team kicked off its conference schedule on a high note with a 1-0 overtime win
against New Hampshire. CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANNE MALCOLM.

Politics, boycotts
ruin athletes'
Olympic Dreams
By Rachel Kipp
Indiana Daily Student
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (UWIRE) - Bright and early last
Greg
morning,
Tuesday
Ruminski,Indiana assistant men's
swimming coach, was awakened
by the ring of his phone.
Dutch swimmer Pieter Van •
Den Hoogenband had just broken
the world record in the men's
100-meter freestyle at the Sydney
Olympics and Ruminski's boss,
men's swimming coach Kris
Kirchner, wanted to share his
excitement.
"He said 'Hey did you hear the
news?' and he told me the news
and I was like 'OK, great,
Ruminski said. "But I wanted to
go back to bed."
Although Kirchner has been following all the events at the Sydney
pool with a similar amount of zeal,
the men's 100 free holds special
significance. Kirchner qualified for
the event at the 1980 Olympic
Trials for the games held in
Moscow. But unlike the U.S.
swimmers taking medals this year
in Sydney, Kirchner earned his spot
knowing he would never actually
compete in the Olympics.
See INDIANA COACH on page 13

The University of Maine
Women's soccer team is enjoying
a start to the season that they have
never seen before in the program's history. The Black Bears
continued to better their record
last Friday in an overtime win
against the University of New
Hampshire Wildcats, improving
their record to 5-1-1.
"I was obviously pleased with
the outcome, simply because of
the fact that it was our first conference game," Atherley said.
"Secondly, it was probably our
most formidable opponent that
we've played."
Atherley attributes his team's
success in part to a rare balance
between upper classmen and
younger players.
"For a young team to battle for
90 minutes and go scoreless, then
to win it three minutes in overtime, you've got to be pleased
with that." Atherley said. "You
would expect that to come from
more experienced teams, but we
do have great leadership amongst

week preparing to hit the road this
weekend to battle conference foes
Boston
University
and
Northeastern. Besides the fact
that the women are getting into
the thick of their conference
schedule, they are also preparing
to play on a different surface this
weekend.
Both
Boston
University and Northeastern play
on turf, rather then grass fields.
"Tactically things change."
Atherley said. "When you're not
accustomed to playing on turf,
you have to make adjustments.
One consideration that we have
going into the weekend is how are
we going to fare on a new surface."
To combat those changes, the
Bears are spending this week
training on the football field,
learning to make the adjustments
needed to make this weekends
road trip a success.
Atherley and his team are
looking at this road trip as a welcome break from the hassles of
campus.
"It's a little bit of time away,"
Atherley said. "And a chance for
them to really focus on the two

our returning players and that has

games at hand. I think vve'll he

a lot to do with it."
The Black Bears have had
hardly any time to enjoy their victory as they are spending the

ready tor the weekend.'
The women face Northeastern
on Thursday and Boston
University on Saturday.

Intramural news, club sports updates
By Felicia Skira

Rec Sports Reporter
The Recreational Sports Office
announces a schedule change for
Alfond Arena stick and puck and
public skating. The changes are as
follows: Tuesday and Thursday,
stick and puck from 10 am to 11
am and public skating from 11:15
am to 12:15 pm. Schedule remains
as originally posted on Monday,
nesday, and Friday: stick and
puck from 10:30 am to 11:30 am,
and public skating from 11:45 am
to 12:45 pm.
The results for fraternity flag
football are: Phi Eta Kappa 52,
Sigma Nu 0;Tau Kappa Epsilon 18,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 6; Beta Theta
Pi 10, Pi Kappa Alpha 8; Sigma Chi
30, Alpha Phi Omega 6; Theta Chi
14, Lambda Chi Alpha 12 and Phi
Kappa Sigma won by forfeit
against Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Last week's results for fraternity
soccer were: Monday, September
18, Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs. Kappa
Sigma (SAE won 3 to 2), Phi Eta
Kappa vs. Phi Kappa Sigma (PEK
won 3 to 2), and Sigma Chi vs. Phi
Kappa Alpha (PKA won 3 to 0).
Tuesday, September 19, Tau Kappa
Epsilon vs. Sigma Alpha Epsilon
(TKE won 4 to3), Sigma Nu vs.
Phi Eta Kappa (PEK won 2 to 1),
Beta Theta Pi vs. Alpha Phi Omega
(BTP won 3 to 0), and Sigma Phi
Epsilon vs. Lambda Chi Alpha

(SPE won 3 to 2). Wednesday, rugby team defeated the Colby
September 20, Sigma Phi Epsilon College team at Colby this past
vs. Pi Kappa Alpha(PKA won 7 to Saturday 16-7. Mark Grifin kicked
1), and Beta Theta Pi vs. Phi for goal three times and made one
Gamma Delta (PGD won 4 to 0). conversion, while Drew Hewes
The fraternity soccer semi-finals scored a try. Saturday the Maine
were played on Sunday, September will try for win number two against
24, by Phi Gamma Delta vs. Phi
Eta Kappa(PGD (von 4 to 1), and
on Monday, Sept. 25, by Pi Kappa
Alpha vs. Tau Kappa Epsilon. The
final game of this season will be
By John Contreraz
played by Phi Gamma Delta vs. Pi
Epsilon
Sports Editor
Kappa Alpha or Tau Kappa
p.m.
on Wednesday, Sept. 27 at 9
Volleyball: The team played
This week's sport clubs updates
include men's lacrosse and men's at the Darmouth Invitational last
rugby teams. They are as follows: weekend. The Black Bears went
Men's lacrosse: The lacrosse 1-2 on the weekend. They lost to
team had a very victorious week- St. john's on Friday three games
end in Fredricton, New Brunswick, to none (3-15, 6-15, 10-15).
where they attended,for the second Saturday's first match was
time, the 32nd annual Timothy E. against Dartmouth, the Maine
Stewart Cup. They successfully Invitational tournament champitook the cup by winning the tour- on.
nament after playing various clubs
Dartmouth beat Maine in three
form Canada and the USA.
games, 3-15, 10-15, 10-15. The
"Our only expectations were to team picked up the only win of
play well against some very good the weekend against Quinnipiac.
teams; as a result, we took the cup," Maine defeated the Braves in
said Mike Brockett, the President of three games 15-13, 15-12 and 15the men's lacrosse team. In addi- 8. The volleyball team continues
tion, the club attended a banquet on the road this weekend at
where they announced an all-star Columbia
SUNYand
team for the tournament and it Binghamton.
included four UMaine players:
Dawn Dommermuth was
Crispen Thielen, Tom Feldhusen, named to the All-Tournament
Curtis Franz, and Tom Charltray.
team, while Leah Voss leads
Men's rugby: The UMaine
merit:a East in kills with 4.8 per

Bates College, game time is 1 p.m.
on Lengyel field.
Women's rugby: The Women's
Rugby team traveled to Colby
College Saturday for their season
opener. With an impressive showSee REC SPORTS on page 13

ORTS SHORTS
game and digs with 4.05 per
game.
Jennifer Vollmer is also
among America East leaders with
.6 service aces a game (24 total)
Cheryl Elliott is a close second
with .54(22 total)
Cross Country: At last weekend's Central Connecticut meet,
the men's team took second while
the women's team finished sixth.
The men placed seven runners
in the top 20. Joseph Luchini and
Ben Ray led the men with times
of 26:05 and 26:10 respectively.
The women were led by
Vanessa McGowan and Nicole
Pelletier, who ran times of 18:23
and 18:43 respectively.
Golf: The golf team finished
15th last weekend at the
Invitational
Dartmouth
Tournament with a score of 625.
Joe Alvarez was Maine's hest,
shooting 153 over 36 holes. The
team's next match will come on
Oct. 12, against Boston University,

